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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY
In traditional microeconomic theory, the firm is assumed to maximize its profits, given a known demand curve for its product and a known total cost curve, In practice, firms have little information on their demand curves and whatever information they do have is usually gleaned from selling their products at varying prices and observing the resulting inventories.
This paper aims to capture the idea that the firm learns about its demand curve through its pricing, production and inventory holding decisions. With this in mind, we outline a new methodology, based on the mathematical theory of high-Iow search (developed by Alpern, Baston and Bostock) for determining an optimal sequence of price-quantity decisions through time. In previous work we have applied this methodology to models in which a firm faces a fixed price and an unknown quantity of demand (Discussion Paper No. 223) . By contrast, this paper deals with the more general problem of formulating joint pricing and production decisions on the basis of what is currently known about the demand curve, and learning about the demand curve from the outcomes of these decisions.
We suppose that the firm chooses a sequence of prices and quantities over time with the purpose of earning current profit (given the current information about the demand curve) and acquiring information about the demand curve by observing its inventories. The novel feature of our analysis is that a firm's pricing and production decisions may be made with a view to the information it thereby gains about its demand curve.
In the conventional microeconomic model, in which the firm's demand curve is known, the firm has no incentive to hold inventories, provided that the demand function and cost function remain unchanged through time. When the demand function is unknown, however, we show that inventory holdings can arise as the result of optimal pricing and production decisions.
We assume that the firm's initial information about its demand is only that price and quantity demanded lie in known intervals and that the demand function does not vary over time. At the beginning of each period, the firm makes a decision about its price and the quantity put up for sale; we call this decision its 'guess', since the firm is trying to find the price-quantity combination that maximizes the present value of profits under its unknown demand function. When making the guess, the firm has an information set consisting of all previous guesses and all previous inventory stocks. Once a new guess has been made, the firm observes its new inventory stock and from this observation it makes inferences about its demand function. In particular, if inventories are zero it infers that demand at the current price must be at least as large as the quantity put up for sale. If inventories are positive then the firm learns the exact level of demand at the current price.
In our framework the firm chooses a price-quantity strategy which is a sequence of rules for determining its guess, based on the current information available. This general model illuminates a trade-off which faces the firm: on the one hand, it may expect more current profit by reducing production and thereby reducing its chances of holding inventories; on the other, it can expect more future profit by increasing production, increasing its chances of holding inventories and thereby increasing its chances of gaining more information about its demand curve. In this sense inventories are held on account of the information they convey.
1.__I_nJIo(h!~t ion
In traditional microeconomic thE"ory, the firm is assumed to mHximize its profit, given El known product demand curve (relating quantity d~manded to the price) and a known total cost curve (relating the totAl cost of production to the quantity produced). Of course, economists have long recognized that in
Practice the managers of firms have little infonDation on the demand curves they face and whatever informCltion they do have is usually gleaned from selling their prllducts at varying pricE"s and observing the resulting inventories. The traditional theory has made little headway in accounting for this pervasive learning phenomenon.
In the microeconomic literature, the most conrrnon way of analyzing thE" behaviour of the firm under imperfect information about demand is simply to include an additive or multiplicative error tenD in the demand and to assume the distribution of the error term is known.
about how the firm discovers this distribution.
However, we are told little This paper aims to capture the idea that the firm learns about its demand curve through its pricing, production and inventory holding decisions.
With this in mind, we outline a new methodology, based on the mathematical theory of high-low search (developed by Baston and Bostock (1985) and Alpern (1985» for determining an optimal sequence of pri ce-quant ity decisions through time. See also Gal
In pfirticular, it. is conCf:rned with the
This mdhodology hllg (Iln'ndy been fll'plied to m(,dels in which f.l fi,-m fflCl~S 8 fix,~d p,-ice and an unknown quantity (kmandl'd by All'p"n and Snow(:r (198G) and Rl'ynicrs (1986) . The solution to these muciels if! ciisc'ussed in Section 3. By contrast, this paper deals with the mOI-e gC'nel'al pI'oblt-m of formulating joint pricing and product ion decisions.
twin activities of Wc suppose that the firm chooses a sequence of price'quantity combinations through time with the purpose of earning current profit (given t.he current infonllAtion about. the demand curve) and acquiring infor'mation about the demand curve by observing its inventory stocks.
The formulat ion of a general model for this purpose, as shown in Section 2, involves a number of important conceptual issUf>S which have not been addressed in the microeconomic literature thus far. Indeed, our economic analysis of this general model leads to the formulation of a new class of mathematical search models. These models are outlined in Section 4.
The General Model
As noted, the novel feature of our analysis is that a firm's pricing and production decisions may be made (et least in part) with a view to the information it thereby gains about its demand curve.
To bring this feature into sharp reI ief, we begin wi th the convent ionel, elementary microeconomic theory on the behaviour of the firm when the demand curve is known. We then inquire how this theory needs to be modified when the firm does not know its 2 d,'mllnd CUI"Ve, but con n·vf.'fll it grlldunlly through its •• ,icing unci J.roduetion d~cisions.
III the conventional UIf'OI"y, thp firm maximizes its profit (n) subject to the known dl~mEind cur"vc q:.f(p), whel"e q is the quantity dpIDflllded at ttif' pr-ice p.
The pl"ofit is expressed as th(~diffen'nce between revenup (p.q) and cost (c(q)). In short, the sta.ndard problem is
(1) Max n :. p.q -c(q), p where q=f(p).
For convenience of presentation, we assume thut the d~m"nd and cost functions are such that Problem 1 has a unique, economically ml'oningful * * solution, with the optimal price-quantity combination given by Hr !,; (Pf,qf) * and the optimum profit is nf" (The subscript "f" dra.... ·s attention to the fact, significant below, that the optimal decisions depend on the dCITlHnd function, f(p).)
In this formulation, the firm has no incentive lo hold inventories, provided that the demand function (f(p)) and the cost fUllction (c(q)) rem3in unchanged through time and c'~O. Thus, it is not necessary to distinguish among quantities demanded, produced, and sold.
When the demand function is unknown, however, inventory holdings can arise, even (as shown below) under optimal pricing and production decisions.
In order to compare the firm's ,decision making under unknown demand with that lli)der known demand, let us rewrite the known-demand problem (1) 
where the choice of x t implies 1\ value of qt' since the quantity offered for sale is equal to he quantity produced plus the inventory stock carried forward fr'om lhe pr'evious period:
Since the firm does nol hold inventories at the opt imum The corresponding optimal present value is PV; (l/(l-a».n;.
We now consider the case in which the demand function is UnknOWll. We examine how the analysis above (Problem (2» must be extended to capture the idea that the firm may learn about its demand curve through its sequence of dec is ions ( g l' g 2, ... ) .
To this end, we assume that the finn's initial information aLout its demand ,is only that p and d belong to the known intervals P = fr. p) and D = [~. d), respectively (where~< P and d < d),
and that the demand function f is time invariant and taken from a known set F (say, the set of all decreasing, continuous functions f:P~).
At the beginning of each period t, the firm makes a decision about its price (Pt) And itfl qU/lntity put up for flAlc (x t ); We cAll this dpclflion the about H f • since the fir-m is tl-ying to find the (We still assum,' thnt the initial price-lluuntity combinfltion which maximizes its present vAlue ullder its actual (but unknown) demand function. F.fich gUPS6 g is taHl!n from thp set G = P x D, called the "pl-ice-quuntity rectangle" (or "s('Al"C_h rf·p;ion").
When making the guess gt' the finn has en information sel consisting ell previous guesses end ell previous inventory stocks:
inventory stock is zero.) Once the guess gt has Lt'en mode, the finn ollserves Of course, if the demand function f is known to be decreasing, then the firm can infer that f passes through the same points and the shorter vertical lines given in Figure 2 .
As noted, the maximum attainable present value is PV* f (of Problem (2». In general, the firm does not achieve this present value, cl . .,
SI
-l .
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flincp it hos irnj'(TfpC't infol'mlltion u},out its ch'U1Rnd function.
The oPI'ortunity cost aRsociated with its BPqUf'nce of guesses g~ (((I' I . 
.... ) is (as shown in Pr'oblcm 2).
A price-qUAntity strategy S = (S1' S, We may interpret V* as being the optimal worst-case cost to the firm of not knowing the actual demand curve.
In this general model. the guesses g wi 11 in general never reach the theoretical equilibrium point H f • although it is possible that the guesses It will converge to it. However. for an import ant class of demand funct ion sets' F. the equilibrium can be attained in finite time: Suppose that every demand curve f in the set F has the property that it is completely detel~ined by any n distinct valuations f(P1)' f(p,) •...• f(Pn) ' We say that such a set F has "compl exi ty n".
complexi ty n+ 1.
For example. the set of n'th degree polynomials has If f has complexity n, then any n periods with overproduct ion at distinct 6 pr-ices will dd(~r-mirlf' f find Iwnce the t>quilibrium point H f . This oLsf:rvlilion giVI~B en ul'~ler' hound for-V· by consideration of li alr-otegy with gt Ii (Pt' d)
for distincl Ilt' t::l •...• n. M(lreover. we conjeclur'e that for ell f with finite cOIn\,lexity. there is an opt imrd elrlilegy S· for which an 8 priori est imate CAn be m"dp on t he number of gU('SSI'S nPI·ded to find H.
While the gen('ral unknown demand curve model described in the previous section is too complex for an analytical solution. two modpls which may be interpreted as special cases of the one above have been solved. describe these models and their solutions here.
We briefly
The model of Alpern and Snower (l9B5) assum~s that the product has a fixed unit price Po and that the only unknown is the amount d demanded at this price. For t~N, gt = St; and for t~N, gt = d. Using recursive methods adapted from the mHthemAtical theory of high-low search as formulated in Baston and Bostod (1985) and Alpern (1985) , a minimax strategy S* = (S~, S:, ... ) was calculated.
As an examI,]e, we give the strategy S* corresponding to a demand interval of [Q, 01 = [20, 31] , unit production costs of c=8 and holding costs of h=2.
We assume each unit sells for the fixed price of p = 12 and the discounting factor is a = 1/2. The unique minimax strategy is then S = (23,29.31,31, ... ).
The maximum opportunity cost corresponding to S* is 18 and occurs when d is 20. 23, or 31.
This problem can be vipwed as a special case of the general problem of Section 2. The set F of demand curves is given by F This fami ly has complexity 1, i.e. a single guess above the demand curve determines the curve completely.
An interesting variation on this fixed price model has been considered by Heyniers (986) . Heyniers allows a time lag of one period so that only I t -2 (and not It-I) is known when gt is chosen. This time lag may be intepreted as either a production lag (where gt must be chosen at time t-2) or a delay in infc,rnlfltion fCl'dhuck on inventory ,dock", from n~tHilen:; (wh!'re )t-l is not known until th,~end of pt'r-iod t). R"ynit,rs develol's recur-sive for-muloe which show thut with tim,· lAg, th,' minimllx Btrategy S is not monotonf', but rather altenlAting. )n por-tieuler,
We now investigate in gn'ater detail the information structure of the models of Sf'ctions 2 Hnd 3. In Section 3, a guess g (offering an amount g for sale) can be viewed as an "experiment" which will determine whether the actual "state of nature" d belongs to the set [g,d) (stock--out) or to one of the singleton sets {b} where~~b < g. These sets form a "partition" of the set
This mt~ans (definition of partition) that every state of nature belongs to exactly one of these sets.
We denote this partition of [~,d] into one interval and a continuum of singleton sets as 'J' . g
The firm knows in advance that if g is the chosen guess, it will learn which element of the partition 'J'g (i.e. which subset) contains g. Similarly, in the more complicated model of Section 2, the guess g = (p,x) partitions the set of demand curves F into if: ftp)~x} and the sets if: f(p)=d}, g~d < x. The search for the actual demand (in Section 3) or the actual demand curve (in Section 2) is carrif'd out by succes;ive partitioning of the states of nature.
This general search problem may be described as follows: This "simple sequential search problem" subsumes the model of Section 3, where Pg has already been described, and kd(g) is the function (po -c -h).
The general model of Section 2, however, has a more complicated search structure.
There is also a hidden point Hf~G = PxD which the searcher tries to approximate. However, each guess g E. G gives not information about the equilibrium point HfE.G but rather information about the demand function f which lies in another space F. Information about H f (and hence where to make the next guess) must be inferred from knowledge of the way H f depends on f, which we call a map f: F~, where f(f)=H f . The compound nature of the search problem is captured in the following abstraction, which has not been studied in the mathematical search literature, but deserves to be:
Compound sequential search problem: There is a primary search region G and a secondary search region F with 8 given map f: F~, as illustrated in Figure 3 . To each point g in G there is B corresponding partition "g of F.
To each f in F here is a non-negat i ve funct ion n f on G with maximum * value n f = nf(f(f».
A point f is hidden in r. The searcher makes a sequence of guesses gtE-G, t=I,2, ... told the element of "g containing f.
After each guess gt he is Thus the "compound 8equential spurch pl-oblem" moy be 81.unmllriZt>d by the question, What i8 the 8trategy of pid<ing the guesses gt 80 8S to minimize th{' mnximum (over f) of R?
This paper hns set out a methodology for formulating the firm's pricing and production decisions when these decisions are not only made on the basis of given dpmllnd informat ion, but are also meant to reveal further demlmd information.
In particular, the firm infel-S the position of its demand curve by observing its inventory stock. In this setup, which is quite common in practice, the firm fares a tradeoff between two desirable objectives: on the one hand, it m~y expect more current profit by reducing production and thereby reducing its chances of holding inventories; on the other, it can expect more future profit by incrf'asing production, increasing its chances of holding inventories and thereby increasing its chances of gaining mOI-e information about its demand curve. It is in this sense that inventories are held on account of the information they convey.
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